We present the results of automatic evaluation of discourse in machine translation (MT) outputs using the EVALD tool. EVALD was originally designed and trained to assess the quality of human writing, for native speakers and foreign-language learners. MT has seen a tremendous leap in translation quality at the level of sentences and it is thus interesting to see if the human-level evaluation is becoming relevant.
Introduction
The output quality of machine translation has substantially improved in the last few years thanks to the neural models (NMT). In some setups, NMT systems may even surpass the quality of human reference translations if evaluated at the level of individual sentences. The natural next step is (1) to start evaluating MT using larger pieces of texts, e.g. whole documents, and (2) to evaluate using methods suitable for the text quality produced by humans.
Our contribution to the WMT18 test suites responds to both of these goals. We experiment with the application of automatic, reference-less evaluation of text quality which was originally designed to evaluate texts written by humans. In this exploratory study, we do not have the human resources for a contrastive manual evaluation of the texts. We thus limit the comparison to overall MT system quality as provided by WMT.
In Section 2, we briefly describe the tool we use, EVALD. Section 3 describes the texts and MT system used. Section 4 provides and discusses the empirical results and we conclude in Section 5.
Evaluating Discourse
EVALD (Evaluator of Discourse) 1 was used for the automatic evaluation of the translated texts. There are two main versions of EVALD: EVALD for native speakers of Czech ("L1") and EVALD for non-native speakers ("L2"). The versions share the same features but differ in training texts.
EVALD L1 was trained on 1118 essays written by native speakers, while EVALD L2 was trained on 945 essays written by learners of Czech as a foreign language. Both systems use the same 180 features that can be divided into two types: (i) shallow features that use information from lower layers of language description, namely spelling, vocabulary, morphology and syntax, and (ii) deep text features directly related to surface coherence and reaching also beyond the sentence boundaries, namely coreference, discourse connectives diversity, discourse connectives quantity, and sentence information structure. Details about the systems can be found in , , .
We expect EVALD L2 to work better because it was designed and trained for evaluation of texts that are usually not fully coherent. The same aspect is expected by the automatically translated texts -they can be sometimes disrupted from the linguistic point of view.
EVALD L1 and L2 also differ in the class labels assigned. We normalize both of them to assign scores from 1 (worst) to 5 or 6 (best; L1 uses 5 classes, L2 uses 6 classes). texts which matches more closely to domain that EVALD is trained for.
ENG NRE PSY SOC EDU HIS IOE PHI POL CLS ECO LIN NUR BIO CEE MEC PHY
Creative Writing 3/1 1/-1/-1/- Critique 4/- 2/2 -/2 2/--/1 1/1 2/-3/- Essay 4/1 -/1 -/2 2/-1/1 -/2 -/1 3/-1/-1/-1/- Proposal 1/-1/--/2 3/- 1/1 2/- 2/1 1/2 -/1 Report -/2 -/2 -/6 2/3 -/3 -/2 -/3 -/1 1/-2/--/1 -/1 Research Paper 2/-4/- 1/- -/1 -/2 -/2
Evaluated Texts
We Table 1 . The genre that should fit EVALD best is creative writing. We thus specifically extracted all 7 texts labelled as creative writing. To further extend our test suite, we selected texts of suitable length across the genres and domains, as summarized in Table 1 . In total, there are 56 texts written by native speakers and 51 texts written by non-native speakers.
We segmented the texts into individual sentences and manually edited them to correct any errors in segmentation, to remove auxiliary segments like " [Figure] " and to abbreviate them occasionally by removing e.g. inline tables.
MT Systems Used
The final texts were included in inputs of MT systems participating in the WMT18 News Translation Task. In addition to the "primary" systems CUNI Transformer, UEDIN and the online systems, we also added three baseline (contrastive) 2 http://micusp.elicorpora.info/ systems: CUNI Chimera, CUNI Chimera noDepfix and CUNI Moses.
CUNI Moses is a phrase-based MT system (Koehn et al., 2007) trained on very large data and domain-adapted for the news text. CUNI Chimera (Bojar et al., 2013 ) is a hybrid MT system combining the outputs of transfer-based TectoMT (Žabokrtský et al., 2008) and recently also neural MT outputs from Nematus (Sennrich et al., 2017) and Neural Monkey (Helcl et al., 2018) . The backbone of Chimera is nevertheless phrase-based, so Chimera suffers from the standard problems of fluency. Depfix (Rosa et al., 2012 ) is a rule-based grammar correction system that served very well as the last step of Chimera prior to NMT. For a contrast, we also provide the outputs of Chimera without this rule-based component.
CUNI Transformer (Popel and Bojar, 2018 ) is a highly optimized NMT system based on the nonrecurrent architecture of Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) . Based on the preliminary evaluation, CUNI Transformer is expected to perform comparably or better than humans when evaluating individual sentences in isolation.
UEDIN is a 4-way ensemble of deep RNN system, running left-to-right and reranked with 4 deep right-to-left systems. It uses subword units (BPE) and back-translation. The other systems are commercial ones and their description is not available.
The manual evaluation of WMT18 is still in progress, so what we can provide now are only automatic scores as reported in matrix.statmt. org, see Table 2 . None of the WMT18 evaluations will be strictly comparable to ours due to the difference in the domain and the set of sentences. Nevertheless, it is still the best indication of MT output quality we can get.
Evaluation
We apply EVALD to all the MT outputs and also to the source. No Czech reference is available for the texts, so we take the source as the lower bound: EVALD, trained for Czech, should very much dislike the original English text. The overall EVALD score across the 107 texts produced by each MT system is listed in Table 3 . Clearly, the L1 version of EVALD aimed at native speakers is non-discerning. All systems get almost the same score. It is actually the best possible score, but this tells us primarily that the system trained for L1 is not suitable for our setting. Only the source gets the worst possible score.
The L2 version is more interesting. As expected, English Source receives the worst rating, 1.0 with no variance at all. MT systems score around 4 or 5. While this is a clear overestimation of the text quality (6 would be the best score and e.g. phrase-based MT Moses gets 4.69), it reveals some differences between the systems.
We thus explore only EVALD L2 in the following. the size of the sample in terms of individual scorings and distinct documents, respectively. We see that all 56 translations of the 7 documents of Creative Writing seemed excellent. Again, EVALD is non-discerning in this setting. Other genres exhibit some divergence in scores. Since all the genres differ from the news texts that the MT systems are geared towards, it is not easy to explain the stability of the score in Creative Writing. Possibly, EVALD is checking many shallow discourse features (e.g. the presence of a certain variety of conjunctions) and our texts in Creative Writing superficially include the required diversity, and this diversity is preserved by all MT systems. of ranks, as humanities do (HIStory or the mentioned PHIlosophy). Table 6 documents the effect of the mother tongue of the author of the original English text before the translation. Table 7 compares EVALD L2 scores in three experimental settings: using only the deep text features (marked discourse-specific in the table), shallow features (marked other) and all features. 3 Vertical tildes mark differences in rank in comparison with the rank given by the deep text features. Agreement in five first ranks using the deep features and all features indicates that the full version of EVALD (i.e. using all features) really evaluates the translation systems based on the quality of the text coherence, rather than on the basis of shallow features. Table 8 summarizes the variance of EVALD scores according to individual aspects captured in the previously mentioned tables. The highest variance of the scores appeared in the aspect of nativeness of the text author.
The second most diverse results are across MT systems. The evaluation proposed here thus seems as a promising research direction, although a careful analysis of EVALD features and their adaptation will be needed to obtain more discerning evaluation. Finally, the genre and domain of the original text also play a role but this is always to be expected. 3 See Section 2 for the list of features.
Conclusion
We presented the results of automatic evaluation of Czech text quality applied to the output of generally good MT systems translating from English into Czech.
The results indicate that EVALD, as now trained for human-authored texts, is ineffective in its version for native speakers. However, EVALD version for non-natives has a rather promising potential for evaluating automatic translations because it allows distinguishing individual MT systems.
The most diversity of scores can be attributed to the nativeness of the author of the original text. We conclude that the examined MT systems in general preserve sufficient traits of source text quality for this.
EVALD-style of evaluation seems promising because the second most differentiating aspect is the MT system used. Further exploration of EVALD features as well as a direct comparison with manual assessment of translation quality are, however, necessary to make EVALD a useful MT evaluation method.
